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UPDATES

Time is flying but so are we, the
foundation was built in early February
and the structure of the roof began.
Each day that passes we watch as this
structure takes form. Our builders have
been nothing short of incredible and are
the true meaning of hardworking, even
in their old age. A tradition we follow is
putting scripture into the foundation, its
plans we believe God has for the future
of each project we get involved in. It's
always a momentous moment for
everyone, its something everyone can
reflect on when times are good and
when times get tough.  Lastly the
children are back  at school so
afternoons are filled with children doing
homework while the build moves as fast
as possible. 

MARCH

In March we believe the roof will be
complete as well as all the walls
providing the many rooms in this
beautiful structure. We have
adjusted the build to have one part
dedicated to students and the other
part to learners, which means we
will be creating double of
everything. 
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FUNDING

Doubling everything means
increasing costs, but when we all
came together we realised that this
would ensure sustainability and
functionality of the building to assist
many more children. Therefore we
will be building two libraries, two
computer labs and more private
study areas. Is it crazy during this
time to do something like this? Yes it
is, but we have seen when God says
go bigger, he always provides. 

THANK YOU

Thank you will never be enough
for all of you that have gotten on
board with doing this project. We
thank New Schools of Hope that
have collaborated on each build
with us, having a similar vision
and heart is hard to find. To our
donors that see our vision and
throw their eggs into our basket
trusting that we will provide
exactly what we have set out to
do. WE THANK YOU. 
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